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The cerebellum has long been proposed to operate as a
“timing machine” and a “learning machine”, but the
intrinsic nature of these operations has not been resolved
yet. Interestingly, the cerebellum controls motor behavior
with millisecond precision (e.g. in a throwing task), so it
is expected that its computations are performed on a
comparable time-scale. There are indications that the
granular layer is capable of exerting a close control on
spike timing. The granule cells generate brief spike bursts
in the axon initial segment, which are almost instanta-
neously (<0.3 ms) transmitted to the dendrites and to
synapses on the axonal ascending branch [1]. Moreover,
the mossy fiber-granule cell EPSCs have very fast kinetics
(rise time <1 ms) [2] and can therefore excite the granule
cells with high temporal precision [3]. Finally, granule
cells are endowed with specific ionic mechanisms capable
of controlling the delay and persistence of spike emission
[4]. Interestingly, LTP and LTD have been shown to reg-
ulate both first-spike delay and spike frequency through
different mechanisms [5]. The outstanding timing cap-
abilities of this system have been summarized into the
“time-window” hypothesis, which considers how these
mechanisms compete with feed-forward synaptic inhibi-
tion mediated by Golgi cells in order to control spike
emission from the granule cells during a period of a few
milliseconds after mossy fiber burst discharge [6].
In order to investigate how plasticity distributed over

different granular layer synapses affects spike-timing, we
have simulated the impact of multiple synaptic weight
changes in the granular layer (EDLUT spiking simula-
tor). In response to spike bursts, the granular-layer net-
work model generated a limited number of spikes with

sub-millisecond precision. Synaptic weights at multiple
connections played a crucial role to regulate spike num-
ber and positioning. In particular, mossy fiber to granule
cell synapse regulated the delay of the response, mossy
fiber and parallel fiber to Golgi cell synapses regulated
the duration of the permissive time-window, while Golgi
cell to granule cell synapse regulated the duration of the
inhibitory time-window. Moreover, inhibitory connec-
tions to Golgi cells (either from other Golgi or from
stellate cells) controlled the number of spikes (from 0 to
3) in response to burst stimulation. These results predict
that distributed synaptic plasticity enhances the compu-
tational capabilities of the granular layer, which can
then operate as a complex adaptable temporal filter on
the millisecond time-scale.
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